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Proof. If we define the polynomials A¿(z) recursively as follows:

hiz)=fiiz), and for 2^i^A, A¿(z) =/¿(z) + (X,_i/Xj)A,_i(z), we see
that Fiz; Xi, • • • , X*) =XfcA*(z). Thus A¿(z) is a linear combination

of two polynomials to which Theorem 4 is applicable and the truth

of Theorem 6 follows by induction.
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ZEROS OF EXPONENTIAL SUMS1

D. G. DICKSON

1. Introduction. This paper deals with the distribution in  the

complex plane of the zeros of an exponential sum of the form

(i) m = è Ajg-ii + tM\*-<;
)=i

where n> 1 ; the Aj and the », are complex numbers such that A,¿¿0

and the w, are distinct; the m¡ are non-negative integers; the func-

tions €j are analytic for \z\ ^r0^0 with lim,,«, €y(z) = 0. A function

of the form

(2) Ê P,(i)«»",
j-i
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where the P¡ are polynomials, is an important special case of (1).

When the P¡ in (2) are constants and the wy are real, the zeros of

(2) are confined to a vertical strip in the plane. C. E. Wilder [8]

found an estimate of the number of zeros in a rectangle with vertical

sides on the boundary of such a strip. A strengthening by Langer [3 ]

of Wilder's result showed that the number of zeros in such a rectangle

of height 5 with a zero-free boundary differs from max | «<—a A s/(2ir)

by at most n — 1. Allowing the Uj to be complex, Tamarkin [7] found

similar results for rectangles in strips in the direction of the exterior

normals to the sides of the polygonal convex hull Q of the set {«¿}*-i.

These results together with the results of Pólya [4] and Schwengeler

[ó], which located the zeros of (2) of large modulus in strips that are

logarithmic to the normals, were combined by Langer to obtain sim-

ilar asymptotic results for zeros of (1) in sets that are asymptotically

rectangular.

Our purpose here is to obtain results in which this asymptotic sim-

ilarity is made explicit. Some results in this direction were obtained

by the author in [l ]. However, those results were limited in generality

(in particular, regarding the dependence of parameters), having been

designed for a limited application. An application of the more general

results obtained here will be made elsewhere [2] to establish Pólya's

remark [5, p. 549] to the effect that the number of zeros of (2) of

modulus at most r equals Lr/(2ir) +0(1), where L is the perimeter of

Q. This is a special case of a similar result for (1).

We will rely rather heavily on the notation and results in the early

part of [l]. The notation will be described briefly in §2. In §3 a very

slight strengthening of Langer's proof of Wilder's theorem will yield

a best possible result. This will then be used to prove the main result

given in Theorem 2.

2. Preliminaries. We will use the generic symbol e(z) to denote a

function which is analytic for large \z\ in a region R and which has

the property that e(z)—>0 as z—» °° in R. For convenience, by the zeros

of / we will mean the zeros of / of modulus greater than r0.

In [l] the indices on the o)j of (1) are labeled so that «*, for

k = 1, • • • , o, are the vertices of Q given in a specific counterclock-

wise order. Lk is the line segment [ùk, ûk+i), and <bk is the argument of

¿o* — ¿ijfc+i in [ — w/2, 3w/2). Let ek = exp(ùpk). Certain ûp on Lt are

assigned doubly indexed subscripts as follows: Consider the convex

hull of <J}k, «t+i and the Tp = üp+impek for which ¿>p is on Lk\ assign

subscripts j = 1, • • • , ok to bskj so that uki=<jOk, o¡k,k=o3k+i, and rki are

vertices of this hull proceeding in a counterclockwise direction from

uk+imkek to m+i+imk+iek. For j = l, ■ • • , ok — l, Lkj=\Tkj, rkj+i],
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Pk¡ is the quotient of m^ — m^+i by (co*y —w*y+i)et and is real, and w*y

is the number of rp on Lk¡.

For A = l, • ■ ■ , <r, j=l, • • • , <r* —1, and il>0, the set VkjiH) is

the set

[z; êiz/ek) è 0, I <Riz/ek) + pkj log | z | |   gff).

Setting z' = z/ek, it is easy to show that for a fixed H the subsets of

the VkjiH) composed of z of large modulus are individually connected

and mutually disjoint with respect to pairs (A, j). The boundary

curves of VkjiH) are logarithmic to the exterior (to Q) normal to Lk

through the origin. For each A and for each 6 in (0, ir/2), Tkid) is a

closed sector with vertex at the origin of opening 2d about the out-

ward normal to Lk through the origin. For fixed 8 and H, the subsets

of VtjiH) composed of points of sufficiently large modulus are in

Tkid).

For the same A and j and each triple of reals (a, s, H), where s>0

and H>0, the set Rkjia, s, H) is given by

{z;áiz/ek) + Pkj arg zE[a,a + s], \ (Riz/ek) + pkjlog ) z | |   áff),

where arg zEifa, <j>k-\-ir). For fixed 6 and H, Rkjia, s, H) is in

VkjiH)r\Tkid) for all s> 0 if a is sufficiently large. If a is large, the set

approximates a rectangle of dimensions s by 2ii. NjiRkJia, s, H))

denotes the number of zeros of/ in closed Rkjia, s, H), the zeros being

counted according to their multiplicities.

For triples of reals (a, s, H) with s>0 and if >0, Ria, s, H), with-

out subscripts, denotes the rectangle of points z = x-\-iy with \x\ ^H

and y in [a, a+s]. NgiRia, s, H)) denotes the number of zeros of

the function g in that rectangle.

3. Distribution of zeros. We first give Wilder's theorem, adapting

Langer's proof so as to include all rectangles. In particular, the func-

tion in question may have zeros on the boundary of a rectangle.

Theorem 1. Let g(z) = 2"-i -¿y exp(wjz), where z=x+iy, Aj9¿0,

03i<í0í< ■ • • <co„. Then there exists K>0 such that (a) each zero of

g is in \x\ <K, and (b) for each pair of reals (a, s) with s>0,

| Ng(R(a, s, K)) - sicon - mi)/(2t) |   Ú » - 1.

Proof. Let A(z) = g(z)exp( —wiz)/^4i. Then A and g have the same

zeros and A(z) = 1 + 52y-2 -By exp(7;z), where 7,=Wj— «i, Bj = A¡/Ai

and 0 = 7i< • • • <yn. For #>0, A(z)= [l +ßiiz)]Bn exp(/Ynz), where

p\(z)—>0 as #—>oo, while for x<0, A(z) = l-r-j82(2), where j32(z)—>0 as

x-+ — «>. If K is chosen so that | ßiiz) | < 1/2 when \x\ ^K, conclusion

(a) follows.
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To establish (b) it suffices to show that for each e > 0

I Nh(R(a, s, K)) - 57n/(2ir) |   < n - 1 + e.

Given e>0, choose H^K so that |arg[l+p\(z)]| <7re/4 respec-

tively on the lines x = ( — l)i+lHt, i = l, 2. For each s>0, choose

8 = 8(e, s)>0 so that 8 <ire/(2yn), 8<s/2, and so that h has no zeros

on the boundaries of

Ri = R(a - 8, s + 25, He)

and

R2 = R(a + 8,s - 28, Hi).

This is possible since the zeros of h are isolated. Consider changes

in arg h(z) as z traverses i?i in the positive direction. On the right

boundary the change is at most (s + 28)yn+ire/2, while on the

left it is at most xe/2. On a line where y is constant, d(h(z)) has

the form 2^"-2 Ej exp(7V#) with Ej real. By induction, such a func-

tion, if not identically zero, can have at most n — 2 real zeros. Hence

on a horizontal side of Ri, either a(h(z))=0 and the change in arg h(z)

is zero since h has no zeros there, or the absolute value of the change

is less than (n— l)ir. Therefore the total change is bounded above

by (s+2ô)7n+7T€+27r(» —1). By our choice of 8, it follows that

Nh(R(a, s, K))gNh(Ri) <n-l + t+syn/(2Tr).Similarly,Nh(R(a, s, K))

^Nh(R2)> —n+l — e+sy„/(2T). The conclusion then follows.

We note that the conclusions of this theorem hold for each H^K.

That this is the best possible result involving all rectangles, i.e.,

all a and s, can be verified with the function 1 +e'.

Theorem 2. Given f as in (1), then there exists K>0 such that (a) all

but a finite number of zeros of f of modulus greater than r0 are in

\Jkj Vkj(K), and (b) for each pair of positive reals e and s0, there exists

an a0 = ao(e, sB) such that whenever a^a0 and s^So,

I Ni(Rki(<x, s, K)) — s I cokj+i - t»kj I /(2tt) I   < nkj — 1 + e.

Before proving the theorem, we remark that the proofs of the

theorems in [l, pp. 17, 21] that correspond to the theorems here,

warrant only weak inequalities in their conclusions. In the second the-

orem there (in which the last sentence should be deleted), the mag-

nitude of s depends on h as well as H. This is a deficiency for some

applications and is not found in the more general theorem given here.

Proof. Let gkj(z) = ^AkPexp[(ukp—oik^ekz] where the sum is

taken over p lor which TkpELkj. Choose K>0 sufficiently large so

that the conclusion of Lemma 13 of [l] holds when H=K (e.g.,
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by insuring that ^Priy M*j>A4¡ty| exp[ — K\wkP — w*,| ]<l/4) and so

that Theorem 1 holds for K with each gkj. Part (a) then follows from

Theorem 1 of [l ] because of the first restriction on K.

Choose n>0 so that ri^r0, all zeros of/ of modulus greater than

ri are in U*,,- VkJiK), and so that the sets VkJiK + l) f~\ {z; \z\ >ri}

are mutually disjoint with respect to pairs (A, j). Let 8 be fixed in

(0,7r/2), yielding sectors 7^(0). Choose o¡i>0 sufficiently large so that

if a^ai, then for all s>0, Rkjia, s, K + l) is contained in

Q = VkjiK + 1) r\ Tkid) r\{z;\z\  >n}.

By Lemma 21 of [l], for all z in Í2, /(z) is given by

(3)    zmt'e"*'2X!^ip[l + e(2)] exp[e*(coip - Ukj)iz/ek + pkj log z)],

where the sum is taken over all p for which TkpELkj. The form of the

e(z) depends on 8, and é(z)—>0 as z—>qo in 0. The transformation

w = u+iv = z/ek-\-pkj log z, where ¿(log z)Ei<pk, tbk+ir) maps 0 into

the strip \u\ ^K + l with sets Rk¡ia, s, K+8) mapping conformally

onto rectangles R{a, s, K + 5) in the w-plane when a^ai, 5>0, and

oáíái.
Define/*,- and hk¡ by /(z) =/*y(z) exp[mkj log z+ukjz] and hkjiw)

=fkjiz), where w = z/ek-\-pkj log z. It follows easily from (3) that

/*y(z)=g*¿(w)+í(ttO for zin Q, where e(w)—»0 as w—>oo in \u\ ^KA-1.

Hence   if  a^au   s>0,   and   OgS^l,   then   N/iRkjia,   s,   K + Ô))

= NfkjiRkjia, s, K+5))=NhkiiRia, s, K + b)).

For given positive e and s0, choose ô = ô(e, So) so that

5 < ire/ | ù)*j+i — «»y | , 5 < s0/2, and ô < 1.

Noting that the exponent coefficients in gkj are real, it follows

from Theorem 1 that there is a bound on the number of zeros

of gkj in Ria+s, S, K + 5) and Ria — S, S, K + 5) which is inde-

pendent of a and 5 but dependent on S and hence on e and s0. As

a result, in each of these rectangles one may pass a horizontal

line that is uniformly (in a and s) bounded from the zeros of gkj.

For s>0 and 0:^0:1+^0/2, let Ras be a rectangle formed by such

lines and the lines u— ± (i£ + 5). Then Ra,^)Ria, s, K), and for w on

the boundary of Rae, hkjiw) —gkjiw) [l-f tiw)/gkjiw)]. When w is on

the boundary of the Ra„ w is uniformly bounded from the zeros of

gkj. By Theorem 3 of [l ] it follows that | gkjiw) \ is uniformly bounded

from zero for such w. Choose a0 sufficiently large so that a0^ai

+So/2, and if a è «0 and w is on the boundary of i?„„ then | e(w) /gkjiw) \

<1. Then for a^ao and s>0, hk¡ and gk¡ have the same number

of zeros in Rat.  Using the  second  condition  in  the choice of K
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and the fact that 8<irt/\o)kj+i—Ukj\, for a^aB and s>0, it fol-

lows that Nf(Rkj(a, s, K))=Nhtj(R(a, s, K))^Nhki(Ra,)=Nekj(Ra.)

g 51 o)kj+i — m j I /(27r) +nkj — 1 + e.

Since S <So/2, when s^s0 one may construct rectangles with verti-

cal sides on u= ±(K + 8) and zero-free horizontal sides inside and

within 5 of those of R(a, s, K) on which w is uniformly bounded from

the   zeros  of  gk¡.   By  our  choice  of  n  and  ay   Nf(Rkj(a, s, K))

= Nf(Rkj(a, s, K + 8)) when a^ai and s>0. An argument like the

above (in which a0 may need to be increased) gives as a lower bound

for N/(Rkj(a, s, K)) the quantity s\oikj+i— «*¿| /(2ir)— nkj+l — e if

sets0. Together, the two bounds establish (b).

If e is chosen to be one, then for a fixed s>0 one can use the bound

nkj in (b) for all large a. If with «=1/2 one considers only s for which

s I cofcj+i—a?fej I /(27r) is a positive integer (such 5 are automatically

bounded from zero), then nk¡— 1 serves as a weak bound in (b) for

all large a.
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